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“He has encouraged me to work harder and achieve more than I thought I was capable of. Without him I
probably wouldn't have the confidence that I have now, especially as I am heading to upper level courses for the
business program.”
“Very positive and supportive. Reaches out to students.”
“This faculty members goes above and beyond to encourage students in the clinical setting, shares her personal
experiences, is not intimidating and demonstrates teaching is an enjoyable profession and motivates me to
pursue higher education.”
“Her positivity and passion for teaching was inspirational and encouraged all her students to share ideas and
freely express creativity.”
“She has opened my eyes to another field and helped me see which career path I can take”
“These teachers are examples of caring for the betterment of students and their life skills. Using real life
examples they apply our learning to future careers and personally involve you in the learning process. They
deserve the recognition.”
“Being a wonderful teacher and actually caring about us and the subject passionately so it makes us want to
learn more.”
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SUMMARY
The Office of Institutional Research and Analysis has conducted the Sophomore Survey since 2002. Beginning
with the 2004 survey administration, students have been asked, “If any member of the NAU faculty or staff
has positively influenced your experiences at NAU, please complete the following information.” Students
are then asked to provide a name, department, and comment.
Out of the 632 students that participated in the 2019 Sophomore Survey, 285 students (45%) acknowledged one
or more faculty or staff members who have positively influenced their experience at NAU. The table below
summarizes the names and departments of the top faculty/staff members who were acknowledged four or
more times.

Most Acknowledged Faculty/Staff
Rometo, Adonna (12)

2019 Sophomore Survey
Biological Sciences

Sthultz, Christopher (9)

Biological Sciences

Cruickshank, Brandon (5)

Chemistry and Biochemistry

Pryba, Russell (5)

Philosophy

Schonauer, Melissa (5)

Honors College

Whetten, Jason (5)

Psychological Sciences

While most of the compliments were for faculty and academic departments, acknowledgment was also given to
other areas such as Gateway Student Success Center, Veterans Services, and Housing & Residence Life among
other areas.
The Office of Institutional Research and Analysis has been reporting on this student comment question in the
last fifteen surveys. Deserving particular accolade are the one remaining faculty/staff who has been
mentioned by at least one student each year this question has been asked.

FACULTY/STAFF ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
2004-2009, 2011-2019
Brandon Cruickshank

Chemistry and Biochemistry
College of Environment, Forestry, and Natural Sciences

i

2019 Sophomore Survey
Faculty/Staff Comments
This report lists the comments recorded by students when asked:
"If any member of the NAU faculty or staff has positively influenced your experience at NAU,
please complete the following information."
Please note the following comments were edited for spelling only, and if a student provided multiple names with one comment, the student’s comment was duplicated
for each faculty or staff member.
Any Department Level critiques were provided directly to the respective academic areas.

COLLEGE OF ARTS & LETTERS (54)
Comparative Cultural Studies (1)
Church, David

 No Additional Comment

English (12)
Allen, Ira

 He's given me an opportunity to work with rhetoric in a way I never would've been able to and has been so

Bryant, Jennifer
Chen, Shi
Davis, Christine

 Critical reading, interpreting difficult texts, impactful lectures.
 Shes's very kind and helpful in life and study.
 Christina Davis was an amazing creative writing instructor. She is passionate about creative writing and that

Farness, Jay
Martinez, Juana
Muller, Seth

 Very good at teaching and making sure the students know the information
 She is my boss and she has been helpful in providing me with academic advice as a former student
 I took Prof. Muller's class last semester, he was patient and responsible. His detailed feedback for our papers

Renner, Karen

 She is an amazing professor with quality learning in the classroom.

Ruwe, Donelle (2)
Scott, Anne

 Critical reading, interpreting difficult texts, impactful lectures.
 Her class is amazing and her teaching style really connected with me and keeps me interested.
 She supported me through a rough time and pushed me to become a better writer and analyst of what I read.

Specht-Brid, Sarahmarie

 She was an absolutely amazing professor. She encouraged all of her students to collaborate with one another in

helpful, especially when it came to me developing rhetoric skills

passion shows in how encouraging she is to her students.

helped me very much.

She helped encourage my passion for Literature.
order to create A worthy papers. She was super interactive with her students and made her class enjoyable. I
would highly recommend her to incoming freshman who have to take English 105.
Global Languages and Cultures (14)
Brandel, Kellen

 His class was the first one that got me excited about college and he helped me settle into college by discussing
time management strategies and different majors I might want to choose

Colmenares, Jersus
Guet, Khadija
Hess, Erika
Massoletti, Kevin






Rulon, Michael
Serpas, Daniel (2)

 He brought a sense of belonging to nau for me and made learning worthwhile
 encourages us to speak Spanish and be able to learn from our mistakes in an initiate class setting
 He is a very positive force in the classroom and makes class exciting and worth going to. He also is super

Tolliver, Emily

Vandermale, Vicky (2)

Wargo, Christopher

Wood, Jessica (2)

He encourages me and all of his students to never stop improving our work
No Additional Comment
Great professors
I have been taking Italian for the entire time I have been at NAU, and it has been my favorite class. The class
environment is very open and welcoming and it has helped me feel comfortable speaking my mind and not worry
about whether or not I am right or wrong, because either way speaking up is a good thing.

encouraging of my Spanish goals and largely because of him I am studying abroad this summer. In addition, he
is highly invested in every student and is always checking in with us.
 She made sure people were comfortable talking eith her and in class. She keeps students updated in University
activities. She ensures people know they can come back to her whenever. She made the NAU expirence better
for me and many of my classmates.

 She genuinely cares about students and shows it in class. It's nice for students to know teachers care.
 She is incredibly patient with her students, yet strives to push them to the best of their abilities. She takes the
time to understand and interpret our individualized pace and helps us keep on track and excel. I love this
teacher, she has made learning German enjoyable!
 Professor Wargo was one of my first professors entering my college career he genuinely cares for his students
and has a true passion for what he teaches he has made learning a foreign language fun and easier to
comprehend.
 Frau Wood helped me get the proper German placement my first semester attending NAU.
 Very friendly and funny

History (2)
Carlson, Christi
Heather, Martel

 Immensely supportive, positive, helpful, insightful, experienced, friendly
 By running a very productive and beneficial classroom where I have been able to learn so much and apply what I
have learned to my everyday life.

Philosophy (8)
Joiner, James

 He was just an outstanding professor and pushed the students to think creatively together and accept and love

Pryba, Russell (5)

 Genuinely cares about students, makes an effort for them to know he is there to help, makes class entertaining

all of the different backgrounds we share
and is willing to work and encourage students not only in the classroom but the real world.

 He has really made me feel comfortable sharing ideas and discussing effectively and correctly both in paper and
in person. Wonderful professor

 He makes learning fun because he talks to the class like we're real individual people. He makes the concepts
relatable and funny. He's just a really neat guy all around.

 No Additional Comment
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 The way that he teaches and cares to meet and talk to all the students in the class. He doesn't not let any topic
not be explored and welcomes everyone.
Tullmann, Katherine

 She is just a great professor. She encourages everyone to participate in discussions and she actually values the
opinions of her students. She is easy to talk to and she is understanding of individuals. It is obvious that Katie is
respected by and respectful to her students. I'd consider her quite "woke." You can also tell that she wants her
students to succeed by pushing them to recognize their potential and to be better.

Unnamed

 Got me through a lot of the stress and bad times I was having during the year just by teaching and making the
class fun. A lot of my professors don't really care, but I feel like he truly did for all of his students

School of Art (7)
Jelsing, Nicole (2)

 she made our class the only class I've enjoyed in college thus far
 She was a very encouraging and skilled art teacher. She helped me to hone my artistic abilities in a positive, fine
environment.

Mackenzie, Jessica (3)

Stephens, Pamela
Zartner, Del
School of Music (6)
Copley, Edith (2)

 Always positive and makes learning experiences fun!
 Jessica has been an amazing instructor since the first day I met her, we need more like her especially in the
interior design department. Being Marcos's first year as a staff mentor with SSS he has done an amazing job and
has been a huge help in guiding me sophomore year.
 she values all her students and takes time to get to know them individually
 Allowing me to explore creative methods of teaching the arts for my future career
 She was just great. 10/10 teacher

 Dr. Copley always has her door open to talk to her students. I have never learned more in a class than I have
learned in The Shrine of the Ages choir.

 Teaching me that it's okay to be lost, it's okay to be confused, and to take everything as a learning opportunity. I
learned so much from being in her class for just 1.5 semesters.
Hoppe, Emily
Ramos, Mary Ann
Raymond, Deborah

 She is always there to listen to anything you have to say and is an incredible teacher
 She is a wonderful teacher and has helped me immensely
 She is always there to talk when needed and always encourages us to make the best decisions so that we are

Vining, David

 He's very knowledgeable and engaging, makes me excited for teaching.

mentally healthy and she pushes her students to be the best versions of themselves
Theatre Department (4)
Delancey, Mark
McGeever, Kathleen
Whitehurst, Rebecca
Entire Department






Made me passionate about something I was indifferent to before.
Shes's helped me cope with stress and prioritize assignments
Shes's very kind, encouraging and accepting. She makes me feel safe and accepted.
The theater department feels completely removed from the rest of NAU. Even though the department is grossly
underfunded, the teachers make up for he lack of resources. It's the only place on campus where I¸feel like my
personal education is valued rather than just the money I¸pay

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (10)
College of Education (2)
Thomas, Rebecca (2)

 held great discussion in class, and was an overall very good and helpful teacher, very knowledgable
 I was exploratory since the beginning of my freshman year, for my second semester I decided to take into to
education because I was interested in majoring in elementary education. At first I wasn't too sure about the class
and the professor, but having Professor Thomas as my teacher really made me look forward to that class, she is
very kind. I have now changed my major to elementary education.

Educational Leadership (1)
Tapia, Whitney

 Her door is always open

Educational Specialties (2)
Frantz, Rebecca
Roberts, Michael

 positive influence
 Just caring about your education and how you can become successful

Teaching and Learning (5)
Boloz, Sigmund (3)

Donnelly, Ruth






Michael-Blocher, Laura Ann

 Dr. Blocher is very warm, and caring. She cares about our mental state, and stress load. She makes what most

He does his best to get students involved. He is all about teamwork and wanting everyone to succeed.
He is a wonderful professor, I'm learning a lot!
No Additional Comment
She is extremely supportive and has passed her love of children's literature to the future of teaching.
would consider a boring class fun and engaging.

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, INFORMATICS, APPLIED SCIENCES (13)
Civil Engineering, Construction Management, & Environmental Engineering (5)
Kaoni, Kaikea
 They have both taught me a lot relating to my major and have helped me open up to future possibilities with my
life.
McDonnell, Dianne
 186 was a good class, inspired me to stay in mechanical engineering.
Ozis, Fethiye
 No Additional Comment
Tingerthal, John
 He listens to every students' opinion and feedback.
Womack, Timothy
 They have both taught me a lot relating to my major and have helped me open up to future possibilities with my
life.
Mechanical Engineering (6)
Richter, David (2)
 He is very encouraging and hopeful for us and our future
 Taking time to mentor be so I can make my dream of cal poly come true.
Wade, Jennifer (2)
 Emphasized critical thinking and project creation
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Wood, Perry (2)

 Supports students, encourages learning outside of the classroom, and pushes students to be their best.
 He is one of the most positive people I have ever met
 They have been execellent instructors to date and have cared lots about my learning and understanding. Not

just spitting ppt slides at us and expecting us to memorize them.
School of Informatics, Computing, and Cyber Systems (2)
Elwakil, Mohamed
 Great teacher, always willing to help. Doesn't move on to the next topic until a strong understanding of the
material is displayed.
McAddis, Nakai
 He has confirmed my passion for computer science; He was incredibly helpful in office hours whether for
personal or class reasons; I truly felt that he cared about his students and the quality of his teaching!

COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENT, FORESTRY, & NATURAL SCIENCES (82)
Biological Sciences (34)
Araya-Anchetta, Ana (4)

 Dr. A made BIO 181 really enjoyable for me. She taught BIO 181 in a way that was challenging but easy to
understand. I decided to add a minor in Biology because I enjoyed her BIO 181 and BIO 182 classes so much.

 her teaching style helps me learn the concepts well, and her quirks and enthusiasm for bio has made me
motivated to learn about it as well.

 She truly cares about all her students and how well they absorb and learn the information. The best professor I
have ever had.
Lee, Michelle

 No Additional Comment
 Great instruction, clear and thorough, keeps class engaging, overall positive learning experience and I enjoy

Lonjaret, Jean-Guillaume
Ostrom, Ethan

 He's a G
 He has made me realized that learning in college can be a fun thing and working hard even though time

Pasch, Bret

Pollack, Peggy








Rometo, Adonna (12)

 All 3 of these professors go above and beyond when making sure their students understand the material. They

going to that class everyday

Pierotti, David (4)

consuming is rewarding.
Accepted me into a full class that I really needed when he didnt have to and was overall very understanding
He taught me so much about the human and he cares so much about his students.
Incredible teacher who cares about his students.
No Additional Comment
No Additional Comment
She made lectures funny, interesting, and easy to follow. I am glad I was in her BIO 181 class first semester.

seem very dedicated to ensuring everyone understands and has a chance at passing the class.
All of them helped me to follow my goals and go outside my comfort zone
Amazing teacher
Amazing teacher that facilitates a welcoming and positive learning experience
Great professors that love their job
Help me with how to improve in class and with career advice
No Additional Comment
No Additional Comment
She is one of the best professors I have had so far and will go out of her way in any way possible to make sure
you understand the material. She cares about her students both inside the classroom and outside and is always
open to conversations.
 She is super sweet. You can tell that she loves what she is teaching and shares that passion with her students.
She creates a fun learning environment.
 Super nice and helpful
 They have inspired me in the classroom and presented me with opportunities to better my NAU experience










Sthultz, Chrisopher (9)

 Being a wonderful teacher and actually caring about us and the subject passionately so it makes us want to
learn more

 He is the most incredible professor/teacher I have ever had. It is unfortunate that professors like him are hard to









come by. Mr. Sthultz is a perfect example of why I am a Biology major. Every day was an incredible learning
experience and it is all owed to his true devotion and passion for his students and Biology. I seriously can't
stress enough how much I appreciate him as a professor and more individuals like him should be in the
education system.
He was very passonate about what he was teaching which kept me engaged and focused
Made me feel confident in my knowledge while learning biology and had the students focus on the material
instead of their grades
Many many ways. This teacher has challenged me, helped me grow, guided me, explains in an understandable
fashion, relates topics to real life, and brings joy to the class room
Sthultz has made me find the motivation to continue working hard and achieving my dreams of double majoring.
He pushes all students to their fullest potential and gives them many opportunities to shine in his class and
genuinely cares deeply for his students.
Teaches class with incredible passion
the most passionate and caring professor i have ever had
These faculty members have enriched my education and encouraged me to pursue big goals both inside and
outside the classroom. Their encouragement to discuss, debate, and investigate topics has been integral to my
learning and I am thankful to them for keeping me interested and engaged in learning.

Center for Science Teaching and Learning (1)
Fuller, Theresa
 She has always gave very specific and helpful answers to any question i had and makes herself available to
help for any area of education
Chemistry and Biochemistry (17)
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Altamirano, Alvin
Civitello, Edgar (2)

 Encourages me to continue to do my best and give 100% effort
 He is so smart and he really pushes his students to understand the difficult material of organic chemistry. I love


Cruickshank, Brandon (5)






going to his lectures and I find that i not only enjoy the difficult material but try really hard to master it which is not
something I do a lot. He also cares a lot about his students and it always there to help.
Organic chem is already an hard class, however Civitello makes the class fun to go to. Make the concepts
understanding and if he goes too fast in lecture or if you don't a get a certain concepts, he is available anytime
he is at his office whether it be his office hours or outside his office hours.
From having no interest in chemistry to a strong working understanding and respect.
He was a great general chemistry I and II professor and I am now his TA.
Helped me realize my interest in science and chemistry
I thought I would never understand chemistry but he made it so easy and doable and was so helpful in office
hours.
No Additional Comment
They all have made me feel so supported and interested in the material
Chemistry has never been my strong suit and labs can be especially difficult for me but he is always helpful and
understanding and makes sure I understand concepts rather than just doing the lab correctly. He has been so
helpful this year and I don't think any TA I have in the future will compare.

Duis, Jennifer
Matheson, Dylan





Matthew, Daniel

 He was there when I needed help for any classwork, homework, and pressing questions. He always wanted

Myers, Therese (4)








Rodriguez, Malia (2)
Mathematics and Statistics (14)
Athukorallage, Bhagya
Buckley, Jessica
Deville, David (3)

nothing but success for his students.
Encouraged my love for Chemistry and helped me learn how to study and test better.
I thought that I couldn't possibly succeed in Chemistry or enjoy the subject at all, but Professor Myers helped me
She has been the best professor I've had ever
Supported me and helped guide me a little through my degree in chemistry
No Additional Comment
They all have made me feel so supported and interested in the material

 No Additional Comment
 No Additional Comment
 Always willing to help with math homework/navigating my way as a math major even though I look his class last
semester and is no longer enrolled in any of his classes.

 No Additional Comment
 They have been execellent instructors to date and have cared lots about my learning and understanding. Not
just spitting ppt slides at us and expecting us to memorize them.
Fahy, Matthew (2)
Gopaul, Nellie
Rangel, Amy
Rushall, Amy (2)

Vakarchuk, Victoria
Watson, Sarah (2)
Physics and Astronomy (5)
Hodges, Jimmy

Koerne, David
Loeffler, Mark
Salvatore, Mark (2)






GREAT PROFESSOR
They all have made me feel so supported and interested in the material
Great professor
Shes's a fantastic teacher and helps with organization and work ethic. She cares about students and each of
their perspectives and makes the math interactive and east to understand
 She is a kind hearted and caring educator who shows compassion and understanding for all students. Rushall is
an overall great mentor and educator.
 She made class incredibly enjoyable and made me excited for my future in math education. :)

 No Additional Comment
 Both were always willing and seemed happy to help!
 She encouraged me to major in math
 He is such a nice guy. I'm dyslexic and he says he is in class too and I feel like he is the one teacher I have had
that I can really follow along with. I think we think similarly and it makes my life as a dyslexic person so much
easier.
 Positive, knowledge, and excited about the subject he teaches to a degree far exceeding most other professors.

 Helped me find a new passion
 No Additional Comment
 They were super understanding and wanted best for their students. They never seized to help with the success

of their students both academically and emotionally.
School of Earth Science & Environmental Sustainability (5)
Best, Rebecca
 These faculty members have enriched my education and encouraged me to pursue big goals both inside and
outside the classroom. Their encouragement to discuss, debate, and investigate topics has been integral to my
learning and I am thankful to them for keeping me interested and engaged in learning.
Ort, Michael
 They inspired me to join IGP or do study abroad and has heightened my interest in geology.
Winsor, Kelsey (2)

 Informative on what I really needed to learn for my major which NAU has me running in circles around by taking

Wolkowinsky, Amy

 She taught the intro to geology course with such passion that it really helped me enjoy learning.
 Dedicated to student success, incredible teacher

classes that have no importance to my specific major/emphasis.

School of Forestry (6)
Henn, Abraham
Johnson, Nancy
Beier, Paul
Hospodarsky, Denver
Lee, Martha
Miller, Cheryl

 He has helped me handle stress, find internships, pick minors and certificates, gave me information on the






graduate program, and much more.
Helped with research and general guidance
Very inspiring and someone I look up to. He has inspired me to want to go into conservation biology
Phenomenal professor, taught me importance of academic diligence
She has shown me that it is possible to be a successful woman in the forestry field.
Aiding in club activities, providing opportunities for new experiences, willing to interact with students, a wonderful
person
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES (13)
Communication Sciences and Disorders (6)
Culbertson, William
Sosa, Anna
Thomas, Michelle (4)






Amazing instructors who both give great feedback and show encouragement to students.
Influenced me to choose my major that I now love because of her classes.
She has encouraged me in my own field of study and has made me want to pursue my goals more.
She has encouraged me to do my very best in a class that was difficult and she showed a lot of kindness and
patience with me. I ended with an A in the class because of her help with me.

 She taught the introductory course to my field-Speech-Lanugage Pathology. I loved this class and I learned a lot.
She has also provided me with several connections within my field.

 Very kind and passionate about the speech field. Very approachable and an overall amazing professor!
Dental Hygiene (2)
Penna, Vicki

 Haley opened new doors for me for careers and jobs and Vicky genuinely cared about my grades and how I was
doing overall in other classes.

Stammen, Haley

 Haley opened new doors for me for careers and jobs and Vicky genuinely cared about my grades and how I was
doing overall in other classes.

Health Sciences (4)
Billowitz, Rachel

 Rachel treats her students as equals. She is one of the most understanding and caring teachers I know off. I
have taken her for the past year and she challenges her students to do the best. She respects her students and
treats everyone equal. She is able to teach most of us information of the public helath that includes
controventsal topics while being able to not make us feel judged and answers any questions. She has been a
huge influence on me and has been helping me through tough times over the past year and I have a high
respect for her. She has made my experience at NAU so much better. She is one of the teachers who teachers
so the students can learn and understand and not to teach just for a paycheck.

Brown, Carla (2)

 Dr. Brown has been a mentor since I took her HS 250 course last semester. Since then she has motivated me to
become the best health advocate. She is extremely intelligent and cares about her students. Last semester she
reviewed my application to go to the SOPHE conference in Utah. I am so forante to have a professor like her.
She influences her students to want to make a change and become the best versions of ourselves. Definitelyyyy
deserves a pay raise if anyone is reading this.

 This instructor has provided me with the correct education and resources to be better prepared for my future
career and personal development.
Sampson, Karina
Physical Therapy & Athletic Training (1)
Raab, Scot

 They have inspired me in the classroom and presented me with opportunities to better my NAU experience
 He has ultimately given me the tools so I can start my career! I could not be more thankful for the opportunity
that this instructor has provided to me!

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES (80)
Anthropology (9)
Burke, Chrissina (2)
Monaghan, Leila
Morton, Shawn (3)

Shepardson, Britton (3)








Helped me understand math more easier.
No Additional Comment
They have all been so supportive, generous, and flexible with me struggling with mental illnesses.
He includes everyone, is hilarious, and allows the class to understand the informations taught.
No Additional Comment
Shawn Morton makes me excited to learn. I went from hating Anthropology but having to take it for liberal studies
to loving it so much that I made it my minor. He makes learning exciting and I have taken several classes with
him and plan to take more. He's truly a unique person and professor and this university is lucky to have him.
Sumner Sydeman also made me excited to go to class. He started out his class (Psy 215) by teaching us how to
go about getting into grad school and what options were available to us, which I'd never had before. It was so
helpful. He makes the learning environment interesting and friendly. He's a very cool guy. He also makes his
tests hard so it motivates me to study more and actually work hard as opposed to just going with the flow. I
appreciate both of them immensely.

 Even though he hasnt been a big part of my major he was a great instructor and he knows what hes doing
 Professor Shepardson is an extraordinarily gifted and engaging teacher, but he also strives to help all students
attain their highest level of competency and achievement. He is very supportive of his pupils!

 These teachers are examples of caring for the betterment of students and their life skills. Using real life
examples they apply our learning to future careers and personally involve you in the learning process. They
deserve the recognition.
Applied Indigenous Studies (4)
Healey, Gavin (2)

Purdy, Daisy
Jocks, Christopher

Criminology and Criminal Justice (10)
Bisto, Andrew (2)

 Dr. Healey encourages free and diverse discussion in his classroom. He has helped me critically think about
issues that the Native American community has faced/is facing and has encouraged me to rethink many of my
previous prejudice in order to make clear judgments about issues facing the Native American community. He
has also created a "place of purple" in his classroom where students feel comfortable sharing their personal
ideas, which leads to enriching discussion.
 He has been a great mentor in guiding myself and fraternity brothers towards success as well as providing us
with various opportunities to broadcast our voice on campus and make people aware of our presence.
 Was an awesome and inspiring Professor.
 Jocks has been extremely influental to my higher education because he is also an indigenous person. I've cried
tears of joy from his stories and his wisdom. He always thinks deeply about every comment, concern and
question. He is my inspiration for how I want to be when I am a elder in my community.

 By constantly making me think critically
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 He taught all of his course material with a passion I've never seen before This made me realize that if I want to
go into criminal justice, I need to have as strong as a passion as he does if I really want to make a difference.
Cruz, Kenneth

 The two are professional instructors and are skilled in their area, and effectively convey the topics they are

de Heer, Brooke

 The two are professional instructors and are skilled in their area, and effectively convey the topics they are

Hannon, Susan
Schehr, Robert

 No Additional Comment
 Has opened my eyes to other things that are happening in the world and has given me a new perspective on

Schneider, Emily
Zickerman, Adam (3)






teaching
teaching

Ethnic Studies (1)
Herman, Cameron

how I view not just the criminal justice system, but people as a whole.
Fast grading usually. (I am in the Personal Learning program)
Best. Professor. Ever.
he made me enjoy learning and taught me a lot
Learned more in his class than any other class at NAU

 Helped me see things at a whole new level. Great professor, helpful, kind, insightful. He wants to see students
succeed, and He's there to help. One of my favorite professors

Geography, Planning & Recreation (4)
Hammersley, Charles
Hawley, Rebecca
Lynch, John (2)

 Assisted in planning my classes
 No Additional Comment
 Answered emails quickly when I have questions about not only the course I am in, but my major as well. Also
makes class more interesting and something I look forward to during the day.

 He makes class interesting and fun. He dives into class concepts
Psychological Sciences (19)
Alban, Michael (4)

 He is the best professor I've had he is wonderful and kind and a great teacher. He makes the information
understandable and interesting and is always willing to help.

 He shows that he cares about the students education and takes some time to get to know students in the
classroom. He is patient and explains information throughly.

 He's a very supportive teacher, he understands his students, and gives them opportunities both in class and for
research. I really appreciate his enthusiasm to the subject.

 We talked every day after lecture, discussing mental health, new discoveries in the field, and positive impacts of
these discoveries.
Anderson, Matt (3)

 He helped me understand statistics in a new way and was also very understanding and caring about my
disability. Every morning before class, we would discuss our lives and anything I was confused on. It truly gave
me the understanding to receive an A in the course.

 He really makes a genuine effort to help us understand the material. He goes above and beyond to help you with

Filsinger, Thomas (2)

anything that you don't understand and is incredibly effective in his teaching methods. He helps in and out of the
classroom, asking him any question that you may have about research or the department in general, he will
make every effort to answer/ find someone to help you answer the question.
 Matt helped me find a minor I was truly interested in. He encouraged me to switch minors and helped set up
meetings for me to talk to past students. He is truly amazing!
 Helped me try see the world with a different perspective and to understand that everyone does what they do for
a reason and to be understanding of them. Also that the way that you think about life has a huge impact on
whether or not you enjoy it.
 Incredible human and professor. Great energy. Makes you feel at home and like you matter.

Myers, John

 He was very welcoming in his class and made my first semester very good. He was always there to answer

Orem, Diana

 She has opened my eyes to another field and helped me see which career path I can take

Patch, Emily

 I have Dr. Patch as my PSY 240 (Developmental Psychology) instructor and she is excellent at introducing new,

questions.

Sydeman, Summer (2)

Whetten, Jason (5)

intriguing and relevant information to the class. I am taking multiple breadth psychology courses to zero in on the
area of psychology I would like to pursue, and I can now confidently say that I will be working somewhere in the
developmental realm. Dr. Patch's class in very engaging and the current research she presents inspired me to
look into other research opportunities on campus.
 Professor Sydeman is the first professor I've had that has given us useful information pertaining to graduate
school and careers.
 Shawn Morton makes me excited to learn. I went from hating Anthropology but having to take it for liberal studies
to loving it so much that I made it my minor. He makes learning exciting and I have taken several classes with
him and plan to take more. He's truly a unique person and professor and this university is lucky to have him.
Sumner Sydeman also made me excited to go to class. He started out his class (Psy 215) by teaching us how to
go about getting into grad school and what options were available to us, which I'd never had before. It was so
helpful. He makes the learning environment interesting and friendly. He's a very cool guy. He also makes his
tests hard so it motivates me to study more and actually work hard as opposed to just going with the flow. I
appreciate both of them immensely.

 All 3 of these professors go above and beyond when making sure their students understand the material. They
seem very dedicated to ensuring everyone understands and has a chance at passing the class.

 He has made neuroscience a possible career option for me. I thoroughly enjoy his class and his teaching style.
He provides feedback, opportunities, and is very helpful.

 No Additional Comment
 Really taught me how to be a good person
 Took his psy 101 class and loved it so much that he is the one that drove me to get my minor in psy. I also took
his psy 255 class and absolutely loved it. his style of teaching is beyond amazing and he is always willing to help
students
School of Communication (20)
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Anderfuren, Angele

 Excellent professor, great learning environment. I also formed a personal relationship with her and she gave me
excellent advice about choosing a major/following a path in a time that I was very uncertain about my future.

Brand, Amanda

 By heavily encouraging diversity and diverse experiences within her classrooms and giving students who may

Dryden, Amy

 She makes my major fun and makes nau not as bad as I usually think it is. Shes's the most helpful instructor

Fendley, Randee (2)

 She always has a positive outlook and I feel a personal connection. She also makes many comments on

know more (i.e. trans students on transgender issues) a platform to speak up.
inside and outside of class.
assignments to constantly assure we are doing better and learning from her class.

 She is such a light and has made my experience at NAU so much better! I love her genuine care for her students
Harpster, David
Hitt, Amy
John, Thull (2)
Lancaster, Kurt
Long, Robert (2)

Nelson, Dorothy
Schutten, Madrone (2)
Swanson, Kristen
Tso, Rachel (3)

Walker, Quaquilla
Social Work (3)
Corvidae, Timothy
Wright, Rita (2)

















and it made me take a second class of hers!
Understanding, knowledgeable, relatable, accessible
No Additional Comment
All of them helped me to follow my goals and go outside my comfort zone
Great professor
No Additional Comment
Got me invested into the major and is a great professor!
He is just a great professor who really helps you grow as a designer. He always allows us to be very creative
with our work and just gives the best critiques.
Giving real life experiences in lecture
No Additional Comment
Very open and made me feel comfortable in class
Love her classes and the positive energy she brings to each one!
Excellent learning environment and discussions pertaining to my major
Great instructor, great person
Her positivity and passion for teaching was inspirational and encouraged all her students to share ideas and
freely express creativity.
She is a wonderful teacher and makes class engaging and alway works well with specific students and their
goals/needs.

 They are understanding and open to new ideas and never puts any of their students down
 Has taught me so much about social work and how to be a good social worker at that
 Rita helped push me towards social work which has allowed me to find my passion and plan my future. She
shows many different perspectives in her intro to social work class while still making content personal. She is a
terrific teacher and leader.

Sociology (8)
Degher, Douglas
Eyraud, Tina

 Dr. Degher's class has been my favorite class so far. He is the reason I chose to minor in Sociology.
 They have all been so supportive, generous, and flexible with me struggling with mental illnesses.

Lucas, Warren (2)

 No Additional Comment
 The way he interacts with other students and people in general is amazing because He's funny and easy going

Reed, James

 Through his teaching, James Reed has allowed me to realize my love for sociology and made me even happier
that I decided on this as my major. He makes learning the material so interesting, including making you think
about things you may have never even thought about if you hadn't taken his courses.

Finch, Jessie (3)

 All 3 of these professors go above and beyond when making sure their students understand the material. They
seem very dedicated to ensuring everyone understands and has a chance at passing the class.

 Inspired me to be more positive and made me realize that school can be fun.
 Very positive, open, honest, funny, inspiring
Women's and Gender Studies (2)
Burford, Ari
Tojiboeva, Dilobarhon

 Creating a positive classroom environment
 No Additional Comment

ONLINE, STATEWIDE, AND EDUCATION INNOVATION (19)
NAU Online (10)
Carrillo, Antonio
Donohoo, Chelsey
Fernandez, Leticia

 The members are impacted positively
 Amazing instructors who both give great feedback and show encouragement to students.
 This faculty members goes above and beyond to encourage students in the clinical setting, shares her personal

Garelick, Risa (2)




Le Lay Jr., Brian
Godley, David




Long, Carly



Malatynska, Anna
Schroeter, Emerson




experiences, is not intimidating and demonstrates teaching is an enjoyable profession and motivates me to
pursue higher education.
No Additional Comment
Risa makes sure students feel comfortable to share their own experiences and explore other identities. She goes
above and beyond to ensure that students are reaching their full potential. She often makes very personal
connections with students in her attempt to help with any issues someone may be having, such as mental health
concerns, living situations, lack of resources, etc. She makes students feel welcomed, accepted, and
understood.
No Additional Comment
He was the best instructor I have ever had, he encourages students to interact with the instructor and volunteers
his time even if you are no longer in his class.
Carly is an incredible teacher who values students and students learning. She is organized and fair, and is
passionate about the subjects she teaches.
No Additional Comment
Made me feel less alone here.
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Personalized Learning (4)
Hunter, Pamela
Simon, Donna
Smith, Michael Jason
Zarifian, Tenie






Online & Community Campus Advising (5)
Anaya, Adolfo

 He has really helped me when no one really has in the past with anything academically, I know if I have a

Arroyo, Elena
Calderon, Eric (2)

Fast grading usually. (I am in the Personal Learning program)
She has been a great advisor. She keeps me on track to finishing my degree.
Fast grading usually. (I am in the Personal Learning program)
Fast grading usually. (I am in the Personal Learning program)

question I can just shoot him an email and he will get back to me so quick and if it's something big and we have
an appointment he is so helpful and knows exactly what to do and he knows what I need to finish my career at
NAU. I love that he has made my transition to online classes so easy and he really should be recognized for his
work!
 The members are impacted positively
 Always there to help when I need it either on the phone or with quick responses to email.

 Help with admittance and enrollment, gave me a completely different and positive experience compared to my
previous school
Mason, Lewis

 Fast grading usually. (I am in the Personal Learning program)

THE W.A. FRANKE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS (32)
School of Hotel & Restaurant Management (15)
Bliss, Lisa

Boger, Julene

Jung, Soyeon

King, Kathleen (2)

Molinaro, Mark (4)

Lisa is very involved and dedicated to giving students a positive experience.
They are very kind and helpful
Very positive and supportive. reaches out to students
Been very kind and understanding. Amazing instructor and there for you when you need it.

 Helped me to understand and enjoy my industry since the first day of HA 100
 Always pushing students to do their best, reminds them that mistakes happen and you can learn from them.
Always wants students to succeed and remembers former students.

 No Additional Comment
 Professor Reich is one of my favorite professors ever. His class is very interesting and he is one of the most
understanding professors. He really wants you to learn. Chef makes cooking so enjoyable. I actually do not like
cooking but I like that he shows us the science of cooking and makes it an art.
Reich, Allen

Vallen, Gary
Yordy, Eric (4)

 Provide more opportunities for me
 Professor Reich is one of my favorite professors ever. His class is very interesting and he is one of the most
understanding professors. He really wants you to learn. Chef makes cooking so enjoyable. I actually do not like
cooking but I like that he shows us the science of cooking and makes it an art.
 They are very kind and helpful
 Great help, easy to talk to, welcoming
 He was one of my first professors and we would routinely talk and discuss various things. It was enjoyable

 No Additional Comment
 Was the most respectful and engaging professor I have had to date
The W.A. Franke College of Business (17)
Baca, Nancy (3)

 Both professors make the subject interesting and care about your overall grade
 No Additional Comment
 Professor Baca is not only extremely passionate about economics in class, but also outside of the classroom
setting. She has met with me on multiple occasions and has provided me with internship and research
opportunities. I feel like she really cares about me as an individual, which is why I believe she deserves special
recognition.

Campione, Wendy (2)

 Dr. Campione has both improved my writing skills and has been a valuable resource to talk about my future at

Criddle, Amy
Fitch, Ryan
Hickman, Rebecca
Holcomb, Sarah (2)







NAU and the workforce.
Super friendly and passionate about what she does
YES
Both professors make the subject interesting and care about your overall grade
No Additional Comment
She made learning a fun and interesting experience, with interesting stories to better memorize class content.

 They have impacted me in the greatest way to always do my best and have taught me so much and inspired me.
Navarro, Shirley (3)

Smith, Neal

Weber, David (2)

Werboff, Ann






Good experience in Accounting classes, share me information about CPA
Great help, easy to talk to, welcoming
No Additional Comment
He has encouraged me to work harder and achieve more than I thought I was capable of. Without him I probably
wouldn't have the confidence that I have now, especially as I am heading to upper level courses for the business
program.
 Challenged me but was very clear about why challenge is good and how it will help in the future. Provided
enough support for me to not feel helpless but also not too much support to where I didn't need to struggle on
my own first to figure it out. Overall very positive experience that has shaped my future and changed me as a
person by helping me change my study habits and show me how I learn best.
 Support and encouragement
 Great feedback and friendly

Other Areas (57)
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Academic Success Centers (2)
LeBlanc, Cecile

 Cecile was an amazing individual who truly cares about student success and goes above and beyond as a
supervisor.

Larson, Amy

 She acted as a mentor and encouraged me to become a tutor and to develop connections to my professors.

Athletic Training (2)
Appel, Brent

 They have given me many amazing opportunities to observe and participate is the sports medicine aspect of
NAU's football team. I have truly enjoyed working with them and contuine to be excited about my future career.

Johnson, Joshua

 They have given me many amazing opportunities to observe and participate is the sports medicine aspect of
NAU's football team. I have truly enjoyed working with them and contuine to be excited about my future career.

CSA Administration (1)
Cota, Kareli

 She gives off a positive environment and I know I can talk to her about any challenges simply through her
personality.

E-Learning Center (1)
Ellerbroek, Rebecca

 She noticed me and offered me to be her TA.

First-Generation Programs (3)
Chase, Kevin

 Kevin was my Faculty member and supervisor during my time at the flagstaff campus . He is awesome and
works great with students from all walks of life in making their transition into college as a first generation student
significantly less scary and difficult. He deserves more recognition than he gets

ChavezMartinez, Marcos

 Jessica has been an amazing instructor since the first day I met her, we need more like her especially in the
interior design department. Being Marcos's first year as a staff mentor with SSS he has done an amazing job and
has been a huge help in guiding me sophomore year.

Alvarado, Danielle
First Year Experience (8)
Canning, Emma
Gartin, John (2)

 Shes's been there for me in a mentor role and as a person to talk to
 They have all been so supportive, generous, and flexible with me struggling with mental illnesses.
 He taught me different methods to keep myself motivated and how to stay on track to do well throughout the
semester.

 Helped me when I was down. Really taught me that I can't keep holding on to the mistakes I made last semester
and that I just need to focus on the changes I need to make this semester.
Hublitz, Kaitlin

 She showed that she truly cared about my success here at NAU and reached out to me when she noticed me

Krzyczkowski, Alicia (2)

 They have really supported me in everything and has even met with me several times just to talk!!

Lesandrini, Jacob

 Very, very nice person. Very easy to talk to and is very understandable.
 Continuously supports all students and other members of his team regardless of what problem is put on his

Manone, Emily

 No Additional Comment

going through hard times

desk.
Gateway Student Success Center (3)
Hemmer, Helen

 Helen does more than just help me with my academics. She has been beyond supportive and helpful with my
first year here at NAU. Although she is not even my assigned advisor, she is respectful in helping me in anyway
she can. Helen gives me resources available for academics, extra curricular activities and health. I've only met
with her three times but I feel as if she understand me more than a student but a person. Helen is my NAU mom
and I can't thank her enough.

Knight, Tiana

 Helped with securing what needs to be done by providing excellent information while expressing compassion for

Rivkin, Jamie

 Jamie allowed us to have an open forum/discussion in class. It was really nice/helpful to see all kinds of

her work and her students.
perspectives and to have a safe place to discuss personal matters.
Graduate Student Government (1)
Anderson, Haley

 These faculty members have enriched my education and encouraged me to pursue big goals both inside and
outside the classroom. Their encouragement to discuss, debate, and investigate topics has been integral to my
learning and I am thankful to them for keeping me interested and engaged in learning.

Honors College (13)
Cordeiro, William
Dakan, Cassandra (2)

Martin, Robyn
Mielke, Tammy
Schonauer, Melissa (5)

 Professional connection, and Honors support
 Cassie is a genuine professor who wants to see all of her students succeed and has never given up on me








Wallace, Robert (2)




Youngs, Barbara




Housing & Residence Life (2)
Brooks, Alana

Fun, welcoming first semester, learned a lot, kind, kept things interesting
She helped me to fine-tune my writing, and express myself in more effective ways.
Shes's amazing and actually cares
Dr. Schonauer has played in integral role in my success at NAU. She really cares about her students and it
reflects in her teaching, class engagements, and accessibility. She has been a mentor for me since Freshman
year and has really aided in ensuring my success both academically and personally.
No Additional Comment
She always supports me and pushes me to dig deeper while im writing.
She has pushed my limits of writing that I have never experienced before and is completely invested in helping
her students reach academic success
Very good insturctor and mentor. Dr. S cares about her students personal lives.
He asks the rights questions to get us discussing the root of the issues we are learning about. Our discussions
never feel fake- they are always very passionate and well-informed.
No Additional Comment
She has taken the time to really get to know me and my interests. She makes writing even more interesting and
magical. Barbara is hilarious and has a great sense of humor. I know I can go to her if I ever need assistance.

 No Additional Comment
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Matthews, Jacob

 No Additional Comment

NAU-Yuma (1)

Provost Offic Garzon, Amalia

 The members are impacted positively

Office of Inclusion (1)
Banks, Ivy

 She has improve my understanding of why I am and and why it is important for me to continue.

Student Support Services (1)
Green, Misty

 She has helped me keep on track throughout the past year and been a great mentor.

University Advising (11)
Coombs, Skyler (2)
Drake, Christine
Harmon, Alyssa
Hornett, Christina
Lovich, Sharon








Montfort, Lela (2)




Morrison, Ashley
Rivera, Rubi
Solomon, Mary





Upward Bound (3)
Ledgerwood, Madison

No Additional Comment
Support and encouragement
Academic progression. She made things easy
Provide more opportunities for me
No Additional Comment
She helped me change my major and welcomed me into HRM so that I felt so much better about where I was
than in my previous major
Attitude and excitement to teach FYS 131
Just being supportive and helping in anyway possible to help first year students get acclimated and by keeping
in touch with them.
All of them helped me to follow my goals and go outside my comfort zone
Tried her hardest to help me make an advising plan.
She created entirely new solutions to me multiple enrollment issues this spring that were out of my authority to
solve on my own. She is an excellent advisor!!!

 She was kind and understanding. She challenged my beliefs and way of thinking, and I learned a lot from her
and her class.

Porter, Nina (2)

 They have impacted me in the greatest way to always do my best and have taught me so much and inspired me.
 Values my opinions and my own background. Genuinely interested in my well being and cares about me as a
student, academically and personally.

Vice Provost-TLDA (4)
Caulkins, Michael

 He was very encouraging and the class was very socia and a great buffer from the stress and work from the
other classes.

Logan, Rosemary (2)

 She is interested in every individual she teaches and makes it known that she is available to talk and is ready to

VanderVeer, Karen

 She is super inspiring and supportive and her class made me realize what I wanted to major in
 Shes's an incredible human being beyond belief

help her students.
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